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WINDOWS | DOORS | INSTALLATION | REPAIRS

“Your Friend in the Trade”

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE 

01245 527073
w    www.thewindowmanessex.net     @thewindowmanessex            

Proudly Providing the Complete Service

CHELMSFORD DOUBLE GLAZING
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS 
WE FREQUENTLY CARRY OUT WINDOW AND DOOR 

INSTALLATIONS AND REPAIRS IN CHELMSFORD 
AND THE SURROUNDING AREAS

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

AFTER

FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS SERVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

SUPPLY, REPAIR & REPLACEMENT
DOUBLE GLAZING | TRIPLE GLAZING | UPVC | ALUMINIUM WINDOWS | HARD WOOD WINDOWS

 FRENCH & PATIO DOORS | PORCHES & CONSERVATORIES | BI-FOLD DOORS 

EVERYTHING WE DO IS FULLY GUARANTEED & WE PRIDE OURSELVES 
IN OUR ABSOLUTE ATTENTION TO CUSTOMER CARE

REPAIR SERVICES AVAILABLE 8AM - 8PM
CAT FLAPS | KNOCKERS | LETTER BOXES | SPYHOLES | CYLINDERS | HANDLES 

HINGES & LOCKS FOR WINDOWS & DOORS | TRICKLE VENTS | SEALED GLASS UNITS 
LEADED & GEORGIAN GLASS | CONSERVATORY ROOF REPAIRS | PANELS

 BEFORE   
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Editor’s notes...

CONTACT US: www.visionmagessex.com | chelmsford@visionmag.co.uk | 01245 527071
@visionmagessex        @visionmagessex        Vision Magazine Essex

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Tim Green, Lizzie Ellis, Ruby Ward

At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date according to COVID-19 government guidelines

HOME & DIY | GARDENING | PETS | HEALTH & FITNESS | BEAUTY | FASHION | 

HISTORY | LOCAL NEWS | FOOD & DRINK | TRAVEL | BUSINESS & PROPERTY | 

SPORT | PUZZLES | MOTORING | KIDS | WHAT’S ON | TECHNOLOGY | THE LISTINGS

Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision ChelmsfordBeaulieu.
On April 9 we lost a true gentleman of this country. To me, the Duke of 

Edinburgh was a king in everything but name - a strong, brave, honest man 
who would shoot from the hip, press on with dignity and show character 
and personality in every one of his pursuits. No matter what you think of 
the royals, you have to respect that.

In the days that followed I was saddened by the barrage of 
complaints directed towards our media outlets - more than a hundred 
thousand complained to the BBC about its blanket coverage which 

saw the usual schedule abandoned. You wil l never convince me that we don’t have the 
abil ity to reach for the remote if there is something we don’t want to watch, with the choice available to us 
nowadays. Did the Beeb go over the top? Possibly. . . it’s become good at that recently. Did the Twitterati try 
to gatecrash Prince Phil ip’s death by dragging out a crude selection of faux pas? Yes, sadly.

Does any of it matter? No. What counts for me is the fact that someone who devoted himself to this 
nation has gone. And more than that, the fact is we’ve lost another old-school warrior in a world increasingly 
overrun by woke. We need someone to step into Prince Phil ip’s shoes. . . and quickly.
             Nik Allen

This is your town’s hyper-local magazine, delivering to homes and businesses every month.
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Inside pages recyclable 

Nik Allen
,Editor

Why not refurb your 
existing conservatory?

Why not refurb your 
existing conservatory?

Why not refurb your 
existing conservatory?

Why not refurb your 
existing conservatory?

Why not refurb your 
existing conservatory?

Why not refurb your 
existing conservatory?

FOR US IT’S ALL ABOUT QUALITY
BIFOLDS • CONSERVATORIES • LANTERNS • CLADDING • DOORS • CONSERVATORY ROOF UPGRADES

A-Rated 
Windows
(as standard)

FREE Quotes & Expert Friendly Advice  CALL TODAY ON: 0800 211 8124
M: 07958 903 275 E: info@totalfix.it www.totalfix.it

TCTC  MAXMAX TCTC TSXTSXCUXCUX

Intelligent 
Electric 
Elegance

FREE PARKING | TEST DRIVE AVAILABLE 
VISIT OUR SUPER SOCO STORE 
BASED INSIDE DAINESE CHELMSFORD
Unit 204, Waterhouse Business Centre, 
2 Cromar Way, Chelmsford, CM1 2QE
Tel: 01245 392105
info@supersoco.co.uk
www.supersoco.co.uk

20% 
GOVERNMENT 

GRANTS AVAILABLE 
ON THESE BIKES

CPXCPX

Cromar Way
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Looking back to celebrate William and Kate as they reach the 
milestone of their 10th wedding anniversary.

When asked, Prince William and Kate Middleton, the Duke and 
Duchess of Cambridge, would doubtless suggest their first 
decade together as husband and wife has been wonderfully 

happy, uplifting and rewarding… albeit not without its challenges.
To most couples in the early throes of wedded bliss, the faint cry of 

babies and the bringing on of previously untapped levels of tiredness is a 
challenge enough. Yet it is to the couple’s unending credit that they have 
never swayed away from their other royal duties, while having the ambition 
to pursue new challenges and initiatives. They are every bit the exemplars 
of people wanting the best for themselves, their family and those around 
them.

In isolation, those challenges of early parenthood – when we saw the 
arrival of Prince George in 2013, Princess Charlotte two years later and, 
most recently, Prince Louis in 2018 – are considerable, yet in recent years 
family events have compounded further the complications of life. The 
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle spat, notably, has left a devastating 
scar across how we perceive the Royal Family; then there’s been the 
controversy of Prince Andrew and his links to Jeffrey Epstein; while the 
recent passing of William’s grandfather, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, 
has further shrouded the institution at a time when the rest of the nation 
is finally managing to pull away from the darkness.

Regardless, the April 29, 2021, anniversary reaffirms the couple as a 
modern inspiration. The ceremony, 10 years ago, was a typically lavish 
affair, albeit laced with the style and individuality that William and Kate 
have wanted to imprint in the way they go about their duties.

Former Archbishop of Canterbury Rowan Williams conducted the 
ceremony, as 26 million UK viewers watched it live. The Royal Family 
and the Middletons picked up the bill for almost 2,000 guests, with 
300 special invitees going on to an evening dinner hosted by Prince 
Charles.

Naturally, the day went off without issue, and their work as a couple 
was only just beginning. Few would disagree now that, during an 
era when criticism of the royals has been fervent, William and Kate 
uphold the value and purpose of the Royal Family, even if others in 
the clan are less proactive.
Over the past decade, the prince has committed huge amounts 

of time to mental health issues, as well as opening up to a more 
mainstream audience with his love of sport; while the Duchess of 
Cambridge’s elegant embracing of the mum role model is notable for 
the familiarity it has with Princess Diana and her boys.

More than anything else, William and Kate speak to the world with 
the shutters up. Rarely have a royal couple been so close to the people, 

with honesty, humility and even the ability to laugh at themselves.
It gives all of us hope that not only will the Windsors overcome this 

recent spate of negative events but, more than that, with William and 
Kate excellent exemplars, the institution of marriage – itself in decline – 
once again has those to uphold its values.

“We have always loved being married,” says William. “I think we are 
more in love now than before, and we both truly feel we have found a 

soulmate who will be there forever.”

WILLIAM WILLIAM && KATE: KATE:ten years on
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There’s something unmistakable about people from Bolton – think Peter Kay, Paddy 
McGuinness, Amir Khan. Perhaps it’s the accent, perhaps the exuding of confidence, 
or maybe it’s just an ability to look on life with uplifted energy.

Whatever the mechanics are, Vernon Kay, like so many of his Greater Manchester 
contemporaries, has them in abundance.

The husband of Tess Daly, Kay has just celebrated 25 years on screen – no mean feat for someone 
once described in the Nineties by Mark Lamarr as “a lanky indie kid with bad taste in clothes”.

That’s ironic, given that Kay was actually first spotted at Clothes Show Live when he agreed to 
strut some clothes in return for free drinks. He went on to model for several years before using the 
catwalk as a platform to launch a TV career.

One of the many to emerge through the T4 stable, he has gone on to present All Star Family 
Fortunes, Beat the Star and Splash!, among others. Yet it was his appearance in I’m a Celebrity… 
Get Me Out of Here last year that truly reacquainted the watching public with someone who has also 
spread his talent across radio DJing (notably on Radio 1) and even movie cameos (in Shaun of the Dead 
and Keith Lemon: The Film).

A father of two, Kay famously talks down his talents, but has become one of terrestrial TV’s go-to 
faces. Most recently, his Game of Talents show has allowed him to rediscover some of the spontaneity so 
associated with those T4 days.

“A lot of entertainment is very sanitised these days and I want to bring energy and unpredictability back 
to it,” says Kay, who said recently he blames the sterility of autocue for ruining so much live programming.

“Having fun is difficult when you’re reading words off a script, so I’d love us to get back to really immersive 
TV that throws off the shackles.”

The shackles are off, Vernon.
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The perfect location 
for your holiday lodge

FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS • OVER 60 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Relax beside the 
river at Kingfisher 
Holiday Park
With 3 luxury lodges and 37 
bases to choose from, 
Kingfisher Holiday Park is the 
perfect place to find a holiday 
home that suits your needs 
and wants. Surrounded by 
natural landscapes with local 
amenities nearby, you’ll have 
everything you need right on 
your doorstep.

• Nearby attractions and amenities
include a yacht club, the Rayleigh Golf
Club, restaurants and pubs, and shops.

• Soak up the tranquility of scenic
countryside and enjoy leisurely strolls
along the River Crouch.

To book a park viewing or design appointment, call our expert team 
on 01702 232017 or visit berkeleyparks.co.uk
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Did you know that you should be cleaning your curtains 
at least once a year and preferably once every three 
to six months? Although this may not sound like a 

lot, can you honestly remember the last time you gave yours 
a good wash? If not, don’t worry. Discover below how to 
clean your curtains in five simple steps.  

STEP ONE: Remove all the hooks and curtain weights 
and loosen the heading tape. If you are worried about the 
fabric shrinking, you may want to let down the hem. Take 
outside and shake well to remove any dust. 

STEP TWO: Check the washing label of your curtains 
to see if they are machine washable. If they are made using 
a lightweight fabric such as cotton, they probably are. 
However, if they are large and heavy you may want to have 
them dry cleaned or wash them by hand. This is also the 
case for curtains made from velvet, wool, silk or chenille. 

STEP THREE: If machine washable, place your 
curtains in your washing machine and add your usual 
detergent. Set the machine to either a “delicates” cycle or 
a cool wash with a slow spin to avoid damage. 

STEP FOUR: If you want to iron your curtains, you 
should do this while they are still damp. Work lengthways, 
on the wrong side, stretching the fabric gently to prevent 
seams from puckering. If not, simply hang to dry either 
outside if the weather permits or inside until they are 
at least 95 per cent dry. Do not rub or wring out your 
curtains. 

STEP FIVE: Thoroughly dust and clean your curtain 
tracks, windows and sills before hanging your clean 
curtains back up. You should also try to incorporate a 
weekly curtain vacuum into your cleaning schedule to 
keep them in tip-top condition for longer. 

NEXT MONTH WE’LL TELL YOU HOW 
TO CLEAN YOUR BLINDS

HOW TO CLEAN YOUR
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Edition: June 2019      Deadline day: 4pm, Wednesday 22nd May 2019

Green Tornado, Victoria House, 2 Britannia Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5LD
t: 01277 849161 e: info@network-magazine.co.uk  w: network-magazine.co.uk
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Did you know that nail polish remover is not just for 
nails? Oh no, it can be used for a whole myriad of other 
purposes around the home. 

 
1. To shine your shoes
Although you may be wary about using acetone on your 
prized shoe collection, as long as you only use it on 
patent shoes, you are completely safe. Simply dip a piece 
of kitchen towel in nail polish remover and gently buff to 

remove unsightly scuff marks. 

2. To clean your china 
If you are an avid tea drinker, your china may be prone 

to the odd mark or two. Remedy this by scrubbing 
these stubborn stains with a cotton bud soaked in 
nail polish remover. Wash as normal before using. 

3. To remove paint from your windows 
Painting your windows can inject a new lease of life 

into the interior and exterior of your home. However, 
flicks of paint on your glass are a hazard of the 

job. Remove any wayward paint by applying 
acetone, letting it settle for five minutes and 
then rubbing away with a damp cloth.

4. To dissolve superglue 
Got a bit overenthusiastic with the 
superglue? Don’t stress. Nail polish 

remover will quickly and easily unglue 
your hands or unclog the cap of your glue. 

Just apply to the affected area for instant 
results. 

5. To get rid of ink stains 
Whether you have spilt ink on your 
fabric sofa or your child has come 
home from school with their shirt 
covered in pen marks, acetone will 

save the day. Mix one part nail polish 
remover with two parts water and dab 

at the stain with a soft cloth. 

Other uses:
> To sanitise your beauty tools.
> To clean blades – dip a cotton bud in 
the remover, apply and rinse with soap 
and water. 

> To smooth minor watch scratches 
– drop a tiny amount onto a cloth and 

gently buff affected area. 

nai polish remover
5 a ternative uses for 
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Guaranteed Lowest Prices

  FREE FITTING 
 FREE home visits
 80% wool twist pile specialists
Carpets • Vinyls • Laminates • Wood Flooring

WHY PAY MORE?WHY PAY MORE?
WE WILL MOVE YOUR FURNITURE & FREE 
UPLIFT/REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD CARPET

We come to you in the comfort of your own home

Carpets Direct

01245 527 09601245 527 096
CALL YOUR LOCAL AREA SPECIALIST

Established 
25 years

www.carpets-direct.co.ukwww.carpets-direct.co.uk

Tel: 01621 740082    Mob: 07807 099591
Email bill@billsturf.com

SPECIALISTS IN LAWN 
TRANSFORMATION

www.billsturf.com

We supply and install various grades of turf:
  General Purpose Turf    Ornamental Turf
  Drought Tolerant Turf    Heavy Wear Turf

  Shade Tolerant Turf

CONTACT US TODAY 
FOR YOUR FREE 
NO OBLIGATION 

QUOTE

LOCAL 
ELECTRICIAN 
FIVE STAR RATED 
ON CALL 24/7

SPARK A 10% DISCOUNT
Quote VISION10*

*10% discount applies to the labour cost on quotes for jobs undertaken in May & June 2021

From simple jobs to large, complex projects.
Our local, highly qualified, professional and fully insured 
NICEIC qualified electricians are here to serve you.
We undertake all aspects of residential and commercial electrical work, 
including testing, fault finding, inspections and repairs, together with 
electrical installations, upgrades and maintenance.
Fast response time. No call out fee. Clear pricing. 
Free quotes. 12 month work guarantee.
Visit: www.forty4electrical.co.uk

Call 01277 413319  Book Online enquiries@forty4electrical.co.uk

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

OR

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

OR

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

OR

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

OR

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

OR

Forty4 Electrical adv. Accreditation logos

ORwww.facebook.com/Forty4Electrical | www.instagram.com/forty4electrical
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1. LOOKS STYLISH  
Furniture for your home needs to look the part as 
well as feel it. Luckily, bean bags come in a wide 
variety of colours and designs, meaning you are 
guaranteed to be able to find one that complements 
your home’s interior.  Plus, you can accessorise 
your bag with cushions and throws in the same way 
you would a sofa. 

2. OFFERS PORTABILITY 
If you have a small home or limited space in your 
living room, a bean bag is a great option as it can be 
moved from one room to another with ease, owing 
to its lightweight nature. It can also be stored away 
when not in use. 

3. EASY TO MAINTAIN 
Bean bags come in a wide variety of different 
fabrics, meaning you can pick the perfect one for 

your needs. Choose from faux leather that is super-
easy to clean, cotton that is long-lasting, and even 
waterproof and UV resistant material for outdoor 
use. 

4. SAVES YOU MONEY 
Even with the seemingly never-ending furniture shop 
sales, it is still expensive to buy a new three-piece 
suite for your home, with prices potentially running 
into the thousands. Fortunately, bean bag furniture 
is extremely cost efficient and you can choose from 
single chairs, loungers, three-seaters and more. 

5. IMPROVES YOUR HEALTH 
If you suffer with either muscle or joint pain, then 
bean bag chairs can help you by moulding to your 
individual shape and offering optimal support. They 
can also help to relieve tension headaches and 
correct poor posture. 

If you are wanting to update the furniture in your home without breaking the bank, you may want 
to consider investing in bean bag furniture. Synonymous with comfort and cosiness, the benefits 
of bean bags are numerous. 

Why buy a 
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01245 527 079
www.pst-group.co.uk

CONTACT US TODAY

WE ARE YOUR LOCAL AND 
RELIABLE PROPERTY EXPERTS

DO YOU NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?

Domestic & Commercial | Electrical Installations | CCTV & Security  
Fault Finding | Outdoor Power & Lighting | EICR Landlord Compliance

PST GROUP
Fully insured and highly recommended
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INVINCIBLE houseplants
If you are looking for a hassle-free houseplant, 

either for yourself or as a gift for a friend, we 
have got you covered. Discover the below five 

houseplants that are virtually indestructible, even for 
those with a history of plant abuse. 

1. DEVIL’S IVY
Incredibly popular, this hardy houseplant is stunning to 

look at with its unmistakable marbled leaves, and it has 
the added advantage of not needing much water or light. A 

great choice for popping on a bookshelf to brighten up your 
next Zoom meeting, but make sure you keep it away from 

children and pets as all parts are toxic. 

2. SNAKE PLANT
Also known as mother-in-law’s tongue, this houseplant is 
incredibly forgiving and therefore ideal for beginners. In the 

wild, snake plants can go a long time without 
seeing rain so they do not need frequent 
watering. Available in a range of different 
sizes, choose to place one on your home 
office desk or in a more impactful position in 
the hallway. 

3. CAST IRON PLANT 
This aptly named houseplant thrives on 

neglect and can even be grown 
in the dark, making it an excellent 
choice for rooms that do not provide 
much natural light. Recognisable 
by its deep-green glossy leaves, 

unfortunately, when grown indoors, you are 
unlikely to see its creamy purple flowers. 

4. ZZ PLANT 
The ZZ plant, or zamioculcas, is used to putting 
up with long periods of drought and can therefore 
survive if given to a frequent forgetful waterer. A 

graceful and elegant plant, place in a white-walled 
room for maximum impact. 

5. CORN PLANT 
If you are after a commanding but undemanding houseplant, then look no further. 
The corn plant, aka dracaena fragrans, grows tall and strong, even without your help, 
and may even deliver small, white flowers.  

1

2

4
5

3
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Contact us today on
steve.reynolds@multipest.co.uk
Essex – 01206 203 018
Mobile – 07973 121146
www.multipest.co.uk

Your local
professional 
pest control 
company

Your local
professional 
pest control 
company

PROBLEM?

Contact us today on
01494 611137
info@multipest.co.uk
www.multipest.co.uk

Your local professional 
pest control company

Wasps • Rats • Mice • Squirrels 
Foxes • Insects • and all UK pests

PEST
Your local 
professional pest 
control company

WASP
PROBLEM?

Your local
professional 
pest control 
company

Your local
professional 
pest control 
company

PROBLEM?

Contact us today on
01494 611137
info@multipest.co.uk
www.multipest.co.uk

Your local professional 
pest control company

Wasps • Rats • Mice • Squirrels 
Foxes • Insects • and all UK pests

PEST
Your local
professional 
pest control 
company

Your local
professional 
pest control 
company

PROBLEM?

Contact us today on
01494 611137
info@multipest.co.uk
www.multipest.co.uk

Your local professional 
pest control company

Wasps • Rats • Mice • Squirrels 
Foxes • Insects • and all UK pests

PEST
Wasps • Rats • Mice

Squirrels • Foxes • Insects  
and all other UK pests

Internal Painting
External Painting
Wallpapering

Reliable, professional service
No job too small

Contact Mark for your free estimate

Landline: 01621 819109
Mobile: 07734 689872

Finishing Touch
Decorating Services

m.finishingtouch@outlook.com

We Specialise in: 
New Roofs | Flat Roofs | Tile & Slate Roofs | Re-pointing Chimney Stacks

All Roof Repairs | Leadwork | New UPVC Fascias & Gutters

Moss Removal | External Painting 

www.essexroofingspecialists.co.uk | info@essexroofingspecialists.co.uk

Call 01277 572 039 or 0208 050 2039 now
For a FREE no-obligation quote!   
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s well as offering convenience, did you know 
that smart technology can actively help you 
to save money? 

Check out the best budget-busting smart gadgets 
for your home below. 

Blink – The Mortgage Magnet
Launched this spring, Blink is a free fridge magnet that 
flashes to let you know about better mortgage deals. 
Simply sign up to Dashly, a mortgage comparison site with 
a difference, and your new magnet will alert you when a 
better deal becomes available.
Possible savings: £2,620 per year

LeakBot – The Leak Detector 
Did you know that one in three households experiences a 
leak each year? Avoid this costly occurrence by investing in 
a LeakBot, a handy device that clips to your mains water 
supply pipe and detects leaks. If you have insurance with 
Neos, Aviva or Legal & General, you can get a LeakBot for 
free. Retail price of £149. 
Potential savings: £633 per detected leak

Hydrao – The Water-Saving Shower Head 
If you love a long shower but don’t like the high water bills 
that come with one, the Hydrao shower head is the smart 
gadget for you. Using water more economically than a 
standard shower head and with a light that changes from 
green to red when you’ve used 50 litres of water, this device 
costs £62. 
Potential savings: £135 per person per year

Dry:Soon – The Heated Airer 
For those who rely heavily on their tumble dryer, this money-
saving smart device is exactly what you need. Costing just 
6p per hour to run, compared to 36p per hour for a tumble 
dryer, the Dry:Soon heated airer has the ability to slash your 
drying costs. Retail price of £149.99.
Potential savings: £51 per year based on twice weekly usage 

Tapo – The Smart Plug 
Only £8.99 to buy, the Tapo plug allows you to remotely 
turn on and off appliances such as fans, electric heaters 
and dehumidifiers, saving you money and helping the 
environment. 
Potential savings: £128 per year 

A

n All aspects of brickwork 
n New builds n Extensions/conversions
n Garden rooms and home offices
n Renovations n Structural steel
n External work/landscaping
n Foundations n Dry lining 
n Project management 
n No job too small

Expertise in brickwork & residential construction

If your project needs something not listed here we almost 
always know the best people for the job. 

Please contact us if you have any questions or would like to talk to us about your project
01376 421238 n 07553 522438 n tom@hartsbrickwork.uk n www.hartsbrickwork.uk

07492  811846
www.rubbish-removal-chelmsford.co.uk

WASTE/RUBBISH
& GARDEN CLEARANCE 

FULLY INSURED & LICENSED 

 PTS-Services

PT’s ServicesPT’s Services
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from your neighbourhood
LOCAL NEWS

A Chelmsford man has been sentenced to two years 
in prison after pleading guilty to manslaughter.

Callum Manning (pictured left), aged 30, of Berkley 
Drive, was sentenced at Chelmsford Crown Court this 
month. 

In March, Manning admitted his role in the death 
of 47-year-old George Donald (pictured right) in 
Galleywood in 2019. He admitted pushing George, 
causing him to fall to the pavement, outside the 
Galleywood Social Club on November 3, 2019. 

The men, who were known to each other, had been 
enjoying separate nights out prior to the assault.

When emergency services arrived at the scene, 
George had lost consciousness. He suffered a life-
threatening head injury when he hit the pavement and 
died in hospital on February 23, 2020.

At the time of his death, George was described as 
a “funny, caring and decent” man by his loved ones.

Detective Inspector Greg Wood, Senior Investigating 
Officer, said: “I’d like this to be a stark warning for 
everyone: getting drunk, or being under the influence 
of other substances, is not an excuse for violence. No 
matter how small the action, it can change or end a 
life, and leave families broken forever.”
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Man sentenced for Man sentenced for 
manslaughter of 47-year-old

Tree planted to honour Captain Sir Tom MooreTree planted to honour Captain Sir Tom Moore
Staff at Broomfield Hospital in Chelmsford planted a cherry tree last month to remember 

Captain Sir Tom Moore on what would have been his 101st birthday.
Clare Panniker, the trust’s chief executive, who was on tree-planting duties at Broomfield 

Hospital, said: “The planting of these trees at our main Broomfield, Southend and Basildon 
hospital sites is a lasting legacy to an incredible man.”

The tree at Broomfield was planted in the newly opened garden of remembrance, which was 
created using monies from the Captain Sir Tom Moore fund, and provides a dedicated quiet 
space for staff to take a moment for themselves.
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People in Chelmsford began donating blood plasma 
for medicines for the first time in more than 20 

years last month to help patients with rare immune 
diseases.

Plasma donated at the Chelmsford Plasma Donor 
Centre in Victoria House, Duke Street, will be used to 
make antibody-based medicines. These are used to 
treat people with weak immune systems and a variety 
of other disorders. The Chelmsford centre, along with 
13 others across the country, will open for an initial 
period of three months.

A restriction on using plasma from UK donors 
was introduced in 1998 as a precautionary measure 
against Variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, a type 

of brain disease. This restriction was finally lifted in 
February 2021.

It is thought that more than 375 people donated 
plasma during the first two weeks at the Chelmsford 
centre. At the time of going to press, around 200 more 
people were already booked in.

Robert Garmey, Chelmsford Plasma Donor Centre 
manager, said: “Like blood donation, plasma donation 
will be altruistic and for the benefit of the NHS. We’re 
asking people to please donate plasma for medicines. 
You will save and transform lives.”

Donations will come from people on the NHS Blood 
and Transplant blood donor base, although open 
recruitment will be introduced at a later date.

Chelmsford District Council has partnered with 
the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) to 

help small businesses get back on their feet after a 
challenging year.

They are subsidising business memberships, 
meaning businesses could benefit from a year’s FSB 
membership for free.

The scheme, which was announced last month, 
proved very popular, with the initial allocation of free 
memberships quickly snapped up.

As a result, Chelmsford City Council made the 
decision to provide an additional support boost, 
enabling more small businesses to access vital 

support and advice. 
Free memberships are available on a first come, 

first served basis and are available for Chelmsford 
businesses with fewer than 10 employees.

Nick Eveleigh, chief executive at Chelmsford City 
Council, said: “We have been overwhelmed by the 
positive response to the free membership scheme 
with the FSB. 

“We are pleased to be in a position to extend this 
initiative to ensure that even more businesses can 
benefit from much-needed specialist advice and 
guidance.”

To find out more, visit www.fsb.org.uk/join-us.html

Support for small businesses after lockdown

Residents donateResidents donate
blood plasma to help patients
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Tel: 01376 514211 | www.ramsdenmills.com | ramsdenmills@yahoo.co.uk
Chipping Hill Industrial Estate, Braintree Road, Witham, Essex CM8 2TR

Carpet

Vinyl

Laminate

Luxury Vinyl Tiles

Contract Vinyl

Artificial Grass 

ESSEX’S LARGEST CARPET AND VINYL 
STOCKISTS ARE NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Opening in line with government guidelines to ensure the safety of customers and staff

Over 4000 carpets and cushion floor, 
luxury vinyl tiles, Amtico flooring 
and remnants all in stock.

Everything for 
your floor 
and more
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Fire crews tackle blaze 
at recycling building 

Firefighters were called to a fire in a metal recycling 
building on Robjohns Road in Chelmsford on the 

morning of Tuesday, May 11.
The fire service’s control team took more than 15 

calls about the incident, as the smoke could be seen 
from nearby main roads.

The building, which measures approximately 20m by 
20m, contained over 10 tonnes of waste metal.

Local businesses were asked to ensure they kept 
their doors and windows closed as a result of smoke 
from the fire.

Fire crews tackled the fire using a number of hoses 
and the service’s aerial ladder platform which is used 
to pour water on the fire from above.

The cause of the fire will be investigated.
At the time of the incident, a spokesperson for 

Essex Fire said: “Firefighters at the incident are asking 
all local businesses to keep their windows and doors 
shut as the fire is producing a lot of smoke.

“They are also urging people to avoid the area as 
Robjohns Road has been closed temporarily, which 
is causing a build-up of traffic in the area. Crews 
are expecting to be at the incident for most of the 
morning.”

New luxury art gallery opens 
as COVID-19 restrictions ease
A new luxury art gallery owned by DeMontfort 

Fine Art, the UK’s leading luxury art dealership, 
launched on Bond Street in Chelmsford last month. 

The Clarendon Fine Art gallery sits alongside 
the existing prestigious Whitewall Galleries, which 
has been providing premium artwork to Essex’s 
community for the past four years.

The new gallery in Essex aims to meet the demands 
of the high-end community and support the local retail 
landscape.

Vicky Ford, MP for Chelmsford, said: “The gallery 
brings elegance and creativity to our doorstep, 

proving you don’t need to travel into London to 
discover phenomenal artists and artwork. It’s been 
a challenging time for all businesses this last year. 
With retail restrictions beginning to lift, it’s hugely 
encouraging to see this gallery launch. It is an 
indication that Chelmsford is going to build back even 
better for business.”

Helen Swaby, CEO at DeMontfort Fine Art, said: 
“We’re delighted to be opening a sister gallery in 
the city centre of Essex which will provide a new 
and exciting portfolio of modern and contemporary 
masters of the 20th and 21st centuries, including 
street and pop art, together with more classically 
inspired works.”

The Bond Street gallery is open to the public seven 
days a week, 9.30am–5.30pm Monday to Saturday 
and 10am–4pm on Sunday.

Police warn against drink 
driving after two crashes
Police in Chelmsford are urging people not to drink 

and drive after officers were called to two crashes 
in one day last month.

Officers attended a crash involving multiple vehicles 
on Broomfield Road on Saturday, April 24. Emergency 
services safely removed the drivers from the vehicles 
and treated them for their injuries.

No one was seriously injured and the road was 
closed for several hours.

One driver was arrested at the scene for drink/drug 
offences.

On the same day, police were called to an incident 
where a vehicle had ended up in a river. Empty beer 
bottles were discovered on the vehicle’s back seats.

Following the crashes, police issued a warning 
about drink driving.

It read: “We all enjoy socialising and maybe having a 
drink, especially as we start returning to normality. But 
please do not drink and drive. The consequences far 
outweigh the benefits.”
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CUSTOM AIR 

SOLUTIONS l All year Cooling and Heating modes l Economical to run
 l Installed by fully qualified experienced engineers

l Installed anywhere in your home or workspace l Living Areas l Bedrooms 
l Loft Extensions l Conservatories l Outhouses l No job is too big or too small.

Prices start from £1000.00 depending on the room size and manufacturer of kit that you decide when options are given

We install Daikin, Mitsubishi Electric and Panasonic. 

GET IN CONTACT FOR A FREE QUOTATION AND INFO 

The Perfect Temperature for the Perfect Life

Please check out customairsolutionsltd on Instagram for more pictures.
Please private message us on social media or call  
Ryan on 07576 052025 or Duncan on 07850 353395  
for a free quotation

SOLUTIONS

24hr Emergency Callout Service

Call 01245 478111

visit lkgdaughters.co.uk
07710 358347

All your plumbing and
heating problems. Resolved.

West Hanningfield Road. 
Great Baddow
Chelmsford CM2 7SY
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It has been good to be out and about talking to 
Chelmsford residents all across the city. Moods are 

lifting as we move along the roadmap to recovery. 
The vaccination programme is a momentous 
national achievement and a crucial part of returning 
to normality. We have almost become used to the 
enormous vaccination figures – more than 50 million 
vaccinations have now been given in the UK. Thank 
you to all those who are working so hard on the 
vaccine roll-out.

A new term of Parliament has started with the 
Queen’s Speech. A huge amount was accomplished 
in the last term, some of which gets reported in the 
press, but other things often don’t. There are new 
trade deals worth around £900billion and new laws 
that introduce longer sentences for terrorists and for 

abuse of animals. There are new protections 
for our soldiers, further action being taken to 
tackle money laundering and stronger powers 
to restrict potentially hostile foreign direct 
investment. We also passed the landmark 
Domestic Abuse Bill, which will make such 
a difference to victims and their children. 
Backbench bills also passed with government 
support, including one to reduce the cost of school 
uniforms and another to protect children from getting 
inappropriate cosmetic procedures, such as Botox. 

It has been good to see some new businesses arrive 
in Chelmsford, and the cafes, bars and restaurants 
have clearly put huge work into COVID-secure 
preparations. Please do support our high street and 
local businesses at this time.

VICKY FORD MP 
Member of Parliament for Chelmsford 

Charity plans move to new buildingCharity plans move to new building
A charity supporting homeless and vulnerable people is 

moving to a new building.
Sanctus has been operating since 2012 and supports an 

evolving client base of 250 people by providing free food, 
drink and essential items to those in need. After the pandemic 
stretched its services, the charity will move to a new building 
three times the size of its current premises.

A spokesman said the move will allow the charity to provide 
in-house services to help those suffering from social isolation, 
mental health issues and domestic abuse.

He added: “This is a massive challenge for us, but only by 
taking on the pandemic head on can we be part of the solutions 
that are so desperately needed. Thanks to supporters, we 
have secured the lease and the refurbishment is under way. 
We are aiming to open to the public in early summer 2021, but 
there is still a lot to do to get us ready for this move.

“The new building allows us to be more creative with the 
services we offer. More recently we have had families come to 
our door and ask for food for their children. No one is turned 
away from Sanctus. In response to this new need, the move 
allows us to begin exploring how we can feed and support 
other vulnerable groups.”

A crowdfunding campaign has been launched to support 
the refurbishment. To donate, go to www.justgiving.com/
campaign/ANewHomeForSanctus
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Could you join cathedral’s 
cycle relay challenge?

Chelmsford Cathedral is one of 42 cathedrals 
across the country looking for cyclists to take part 

in a unique challenge.
The Relay Challenge will see cyclists carry an 

Olympic-style baton between 42 cathedrals in 42 
days. The event starts at England’s most northerly 
cathedral, Newcastle, on May 30, with the leg from 
Chelmsford Cathedral to St Albans Cathedral taking 
place on Sunday, June 13.

Chelmsford Cathedral is looking for cyclists to carry 
or accompany the baton for all or part of the 48-mile 
journey to St Albans. The route follows existing cycle 
trails or minor roads for much of the way. 

This year, because of COVID-19 restrictions, 
participants are being asked to register in advance for 
the relay.

To register interest in taking part, contact 
Caroline at Chelmsford Cathedral at treasurer@
chelmsfordcathedral.org.uk

Drug dealer jailed for almost 
four years after crackdown
A drug dealer from Chelmsford has been jailed for 

nearly four years after a crackdown on the sale of 
class A drugs across the city. 

Asadollah Zare, aged 44, of no fixed address, was 
arrested on November 30 last year as part of an 
investigation targeting the sale of crack cocaine and 
heroin in north Essex.

Zare was arrested in New Street. He was found to 
be in possession of 50 wraps of cocaine and 17 wraps 
of heroin.

Officers also discovered a mobile phone on which 
they found messages indicating that Zare was selling 
drugs.

He was charged at Chelmsford Crown Court on 
March 26 with being concerned in the supply of  

class A drugs. He pleaded guilty and was 
jailed for three years and nine months.

Detective Inspector Neal Miller, from the 
Serious Violence Unit, said: “Drugs ruin lives 
and cause misery. We know that violent 
crime goes hand in hand with the sale of 
drugs and it is the most vulnerable people 
who are preyed upon.

“Asadollah Zare was involved in selling 
crack cocaine and heroin, benefiting from 
poisoning our communities. Such was the 
evidence against him, he had no option 
but to admit his guilt and he now faces the 
foreseeable future behind bars.”

Police issue warning after 
large car-cruising event
One person has been arrested and 22 people 

were given tickets following a large car meet in 
Chelmsford.

Police became aware of a group of up to 450 cars 
congregating in the Sainsbury’s car park in Chelmsford 
on April 4, before moving to The Manorway in Thurrock.

Officers attended each location to split up the group. 
The cars left Essex at around 11.50pm.

When they tried to return in the early hours of the 
next morning to another site in Chelmsford, officers 
dispersed them.

In total, one person was arrested and 22 were given 
tickets for offences such as speeding and careless 
driving.

A number of other people received formal warnings.
Chief Inspector Richard Melton, District Commander 

for Thurrock, said: “These events do pose a danger to 
the public as there is often anti-social and dangerous 
driving.

“The sheer number of vehicles involved posed 
a challenge to our officers, but we had additional 
resources available to deal with it and were able to do 
so without anyone being injured.”
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UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

CONTACT US FOR YOUR FREE HOME 
VISIT & NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

WINDOWS  n  DOORS  n  CONSERVATORIES 
ORANGERIES  n  PORCHES  n  ROOFLINE

Local to you

GIVE YOUR HOME 
A NEW LOOK
PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE GLAZING & HOME 
IMPROVEMENTS INSTALLERS & DESIGNERS  

0800 31 84 31
www.smithsltd.co.uk

Turning Houses into Homes Since 1968
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Drink driving pair 
arrested after accident

Two suspected drink drivers were arrested near 
Chelmsford last month after a Porsche ended up 

submerged in a pond, while a Mercedes was found in 
a ditch less than a mile away.

The accidents took place on Littley Green Road, 
Howe Street, just before 11pm on April 12.

Arriving at the scene, police arrested the driver of 
the submerged Porsche on suspicion of drink driving. 
The driver of the Mercedes found in a ditch was also 
arrested on suspicion of drink driving.

Posting about the incident on social media, police 
said it appeared the two men knew each other and 
had been driving together before the accidents.

Essex Police confirmed two 22-year-old men had 
been arrested and released under investigation.

Broken cigarette lighter 
causes house fire
The fire service has issued smoking safety advice 

after a broken cigarette lighter caused a bedroom 
fire in Chelmsford last month.

Crews attended a fire on Bodmin Road at around 
2.40pm on April 8, after residents heard smoke alarms 
going off and quickly exited the property. 

When crews arrived, they found a smoke-logged 
bedroom. They worked quickly and extinguished the 
fire by 3.21pm. 

The fire was caused by a broken cigarette lighter 
setting fire to the bedding.

Paul Mayes, from Chelmsford Fire Station, said: “If 
you are a smoker or you know someone who smokes, 
we would advise you not to smoke in the bedroom. 
Ensure your lighters are in a good condition and do 
not leave them unattended after use.

“We’d also like to highlight the importance of having 
working smoke alarms. The smoke alarms alerted the 
residents very quickly to this fire, which meant they 
called us quickly and we could put it out before it 
spread.”

Pair sentenced over illegal 
£12,000 treasure find
A couple who found nearly 1,000 Iron Age gold 

coins near Chelmsford and failed to declare their 
discovery have appeared in court.

Shane Wood, 62, of West Hanningfield Road, 
Chelmsford, and his partner, Kim Holman, 61, of 
Chadwell Heath, appeared at Chelmsford Magistrates’ 
Court last month.

Wood found the 2,000-year-old coins while out for 
a walk in Great Baddow in September last year. He 
recovered the hoard over several days through illegal 
metal-detecting. 

Wood handed the coins over to the landowner on 
September 30, who, in turn, gave them to the correct 
authorities.

Officers became aware that Wood had kept some of 
the coins for himself when he gave an account of his 
discovery in a magazine. The missing 23 coins were 
found at Wood’s home and were deemed to be worth 
up to £12,350.

A coin kept by Holman was valued at £300.
The pair both pleaded guilty to finding an object 

believed to be treasure and failing to notify the coroner. 
Wood also pleaded guilty to theft by finding.

Wood was sentenced to an 18-month community 
order with 200 hours of unpaid work and was fined 
£200. The court also ordered his metal detector to be 
destroyed.

Holman was fined £299 for her part in the crime.
Police Constable Andrew Long, Essex Police’s Rural 

and Heritage Crime Officer, said: “This type of offence 
steals not only from the landowner, but also from the 
nation by stealing our history.”

Photo credit: Essex Police
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All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs

• Tree Surgery & Removal
• Pollarding & Pruning
• Hedge Trimming
• Shrub Pruning
• Garden Clearance
• Site Left Tidy

• Driveways & Patios
• Paths & Brickwork 
• Gravel Gardens
• Fencing & Turfing
• Drive & Patio Cleaning
• Tarmacadam/Tar & Chip 

Tel: 01621 892 659 or Mob: 07495 766 372

ALL FLOORING WORK UNDERTAKEN 
WITH GREAT PRIDE

OUR PRICES WILL NOT BE BEATEN
NEITHER WILL THE SERVICE WE OFFER

CALL TODAY ON 07393 206969 | EMAIL DARRENEATON12@ICLOUD.COM

Your Local Service for All 
Aspects of Flooring 

Darren Eaton
D_EATONALLASPECTSOFFLOORING   DARREN-EATON-ALL-ASPECTS-OF-FLOORING
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n Tel: 01376 519191 n Mob: 07549 862996
n info@eastwaydoors.co.uk 
n www.eastwaydoors.co.uk
n  170 Eastways, Witham, CM8 3YS

nn ROLLER SHUTTER GARAGE DOORS 
nn SECTIONAL GARAGE DOORS 

n UP & OVER GARAGE DOORS 
n GARAGE DOOR AUTOMATION

WE OFFER SUPPLY & INSTALL, 
SUPPLY ONLY & INSTALLATION ONLY,  

DELIVERING ALL OVER THE UK

GARDEN GARDEN 
TRANSFORMATION TRANSFORMATION 

DESIGN & CAREDESIGN & CARE

Tel: 01376 520746 • Mob: 07595 868944Tel: 01376 520746 • Mob: 07595 868944
Web: www.mowdenhalldesigns.co.ukWeb: www.mowdenhalldesigns.co.uk

Email: petercowling4050@btinternet.com Email: petercowling4050@btinternet.com 
20, Sauls Avenue, Witham, Essex CM8 1JP20, Sauls Avenue, Witham, Essex CM8 1JP

Patios • Decking
Fencing 
Landscape

Landscape Gardeners covering Burnham 
Chelmsford • Maldon • Tiptree • Witham

Replace the pane, not the frame!
All glazing backed by our

Have Your Windows 
Steamed Up?

Social distancing in operation Faulty locks, handles or hinges?

Priority freephone

www.cloudy2clear.co.uk

Love Your Home - Protect Your Windows - Save Money 

“I really liked the fact 
that they were a local 

community run business”  
Janet Beard

We are a 
Which?

Trusted Trader

Cloudy2Clear, A Local 
Service With A Smile.
I think we can all agree that the 
sooner we see the back of 2020 
and this dreadful corona virus 
the better.  That said, there 
are also some heart warming 
positives that we can take out of 
this situation.  It has often been 
said that we can only really get 
to know one another and realise 
what is truly important in times 
of crisis.  I think few would 
argue that in this case what has 
proven to be important is local 
community spirit.   

When talking to the Manager of 
Cloudy2Clear windows Chris 
Miller it became clear that these 
values have been held dear for a 
number of years. Since starting 
the business some years ago 
Cloudy2Clear have remained 
true to their core values of 

supporting the local community 
by providing a service that saves 
the public money.

The Cloudy2Clear service only 
requires the glass to be replaced 
and not the whole window 
once the unit has failed. Chris 
commented “Cloudy2Clear were 
able to assist our community 
through the last financial crisis 
in 2008 due to the savings 
that can be made in using 
our service. Unfortunately 
we might be going through 
something similar again soon 
and the public can rest assured 
that we will be there to help 
again”.

For a free quotation please 
call 0800 61 21 118 or visit 
cloudy2clear.co.uk.

All C2C employees 
operate a strict social 
distancing policy.
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Meticulous, measured, majestic and more than a little eccentric… and that was just the funeral 
procession – HRH Prince Philip departed these strange shores just two months short of his 100th 
birthday, leaving behind a partner so hopelessly and publicly bereaved, and a nation of admirers 

wondering who could live up to the Duke of Edinburgh’s lofty lovability.
Rarely is someone’s passing met with almost universal solemnity and respect. It appears we all admired 

Prince Philip for different reasons – his faithful devotion to Queen Elizabeth II; his stolid determination 
to affect positive change; his humorous tendency to stray over the boundary of political correctness; or 
perhaps simply because he embodied so wholly that ‘grandad’ figure. Whatever it is, whatever it was, he 
had it, and in the stuffy silliness of modern media, he was exactly the antidote so many of us needed.

On Saturday, April 17, Prince Philip was laid to rest. In a ceremony he planned and choreographed 
himself, his coffin was lifted onto the back of a modified Land Rover Defender. Decorated in a stunning matt 

CELEBRATING THE LIFE OF HRH PRINCE PHILIP, DUKE OF EDINBURGH

A PRINCE

Call 01268 962527 / 07708940527
Visit dmdhomeimprovements.com

Your perfect bespoke door
designed, supplied & 
fitted from £850

Set of Ali bi-fold doors
supplied & fitted for 
only £900 per leaf

HOME IMPROVEMENTS LTD

For Windows – Doors – Bi-Folds – Garage Doors 
in a huge range of styles, colours & designs

We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers

Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

New appliances in stock for 
same day delivery & installation
Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793
Or Book Online

www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

SHOWROOM: 1731 London Road, 
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex SS9 2SW

Our Estimates are 
FREE, Our Advice is 
FREE... IT MUST BE 

WORTH A CALL!

Norvik
5kw output (Package 1) 
DEFRA Approved

£999 +VAT FITTED

Dean Stoves
Dartmoor Baker 5 
5kw multifuel or 
woodburner only 
(Package 15) matt black

THESE PRICES INCLUDE: flue pipe, closure plate, liner, caps, clamps, plates etc., 
and fitting by a HETAS Registered Engineer.

We believe in value for 
money, we can supply 
and fit any make and 
any model of stove at 
prices that make our 

competitors complain... 
and yes, they have!

OPENING TIMES: 
Monday to Saturday 

9.15am - 5pm
Sunday 10am - 3pm

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

Telephone: 01702 715161

Our Estimates are FREE, Our Advice is FREE... IT MUST BE WORTH A CALL!

Telephone: 01702 715161
www.gatfire.co.uk

 www.gatfire.co.uk

 
£2399 +VAT 
FITTED

8 colour options available 
for colour £2499 plus VAT 
(Package 16)
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bottle green, the hearse was Philip’s own creation, while 
various other touches clearly bore the mark of a man who 
wanted to slip away with energetic, original reflections of 
life, not the formal bleakness of most ceremonies.

There was the empty seat on the carriage, decorated 
with his blanket, flat cap, whip, brown gloves and pot 
containing a sugar cube for the ponies; then his military 
cap and sword on a coffin adorned with the most beautiful 
personal standard flag which referenced his overseas 
roots, family name and Edinburgh Castle. Meanwhile, 
various other marine references were present during 
the ceremony, each a nod to his cherished naval career, 
which came to an end in 1951.

In truth, there was so much of this special life to be 
celebrated. He was born on June 10, 1921 in Corfu, 
his family holding both Greek and Danish royal heritage. 

Banished from their homeland, he spent parts of his early 
life in France and Germany before settling in Britain.
It wasn’t an easy childhood – his mother was admitted 

to a psychiatric institution, and he was separated from his 
family after landing in the UK. He studied at Cheam School 
before relocating to Scotland. He served in the British Navy 
during the Second World War, despite members of his family 
effectively fighting for the opposition as part of the Axis.

He denounced his Greek and Danish titles and adopted the 
surname Mountbatten – from his mother’s side – so he could 
marry Princess Elizabeth in 1947 at Westminster Abbey, eight 
years after they had first met.

He was doted on by his four children – Prince Charles, 
Princess Anne, Prince Andrew and Prince Edward (Prince 
Edward will now take his title) – and never wavered from his role 
as the Queen’s consort… in fact, the longest in royal history. A 
passionate supporter of everything she did, he also undertook 
his own projects, notably the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
which, to this day, continues to promote youth achievement 
across many different disciplines.

He enjoyed polo, boat racing, piloting aeroplanes, painting 
and antiques, and while deteriorating health in recent years 
proved concerning, it was supposed he had recovered from 
a recent stay at St Bartholomew’s Hospital; yet he slipped 
away peacefully on April 9, 2021 at Windsor Castle.

In total, almost 14 million of us watched the Duke of 
Edinburgh’s funeral, and even the staunchest anti-royal 
must have pitied the senior Windsors being forced to 
display their grief in public. Such are the realities of a state 
funeral, and so it is conditioned that the only follow-on from 
a life played out in the public eye is a memorial on the same 
terms.

Prince Philip was born of a different time and a different 
generation of royalty, yet he fit so wonderfully into modern-
day society and brought joy to many. 

His unique, charismatic, eccentric take on the world is 
something we just don’t see very often these days, with 
most public figures keeping their cards close to their chests 
for fear of repercussions. 

His truly one-of-a-kind presence will be sorely missed by 
the Royal Family, the nation and the world.

Photo credit: Tim Rooke/Shutterstock
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The glamorisation of Bonnie and Clyde in 
modern culture is certainly at odds with 
the murder and robbery spree that led to 

the FBI pursuing them and, ultimately, effecting 
their fatal end in 1934.

Having first met four years earlier, Bonnie 
Parker and Clyde Champion Barrow had both 
already been on the wrong side of the law, and 
the signs were there of the peril they could cause 
to the unsuspecting, not least when Bonnie 
helped Clyde smuggle a gun into prison in 1930, 
when he was locked up for a robbery charge. 
He escaped but was recaptured, yet remarkably 
was released just 18 months later.

Their crime spree began in earnest in 1932. 
Joined by three other criminals, they undertook 
a number of robberies, escaping capture by 
any means possible. Indeed, by the time their 
criminal lives were brought to a halt, it’s said they 
had murdered at least 13 people.

As well as seeking financial gains, the couple 
sought to break convicts out of jail, notably 
cohort Raymond Hamilton from Eastham State 
Prison Farm at Waldo, Texas, who was serving 
sentences totalling in excess of 200 years.

By the middle of April 1934, the FBI had traced 
the pair to a remote part of Louisiana following 
the couple’s theft of a motor vehicle. Posters 
were distributed to police staff throughout 
various states and the hunt was on.

Intelligence suggested they were due to return 
to the location of a party that was held near Sailes 
in Louisiana two days previously. On May 23, 
1934, officers from the county and neighbouring 
Texas converged to create an ambush on the 
side of a highway, concealing themselves in 
bushes. Bonnie and Clyde appeared in a motor 
car and, unable to turn and flee, were killed 
instantly as more than 100 shots rained through 
the front windscreen of the vehicle.

BONNIE & CLYDETwo destructive lives combine to fuel a potent love story

P
hoto credit: E

verett/S
hutterstock
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Call us on 
01277 630837
07833 753501
07545 772070

l  West One Wood Flooring and Carpets Ltd is a 
specialist in the manufacturing, installation  
and restoration of antique reclaimed and new  
timber flooring

l  We can supply and fit a variety of stunning  
timber floors for domestic properties and  
commercial projects

l  Installation is by a skilled friendly professional  
team who offer high quality service and aftercare

l  Our flooring is competitively priced with  
innovative solutions to suit your needs

l  We now offer a more comprehensive range of 
flooring including carpets and Karndean. 

Stockists of

Unit 3 Blackall Industrial Estate, 
Hamberts Road,
South Woodham Ferrers
Essex CM3 5UW

www.westonewoodflooring.co.uk

Manufacturing l Installation l  Restoration

Hamberts Rd

BLACKALL BLACKALL 
INDUSTRIAL INDUSTRIAL 

ESTATEESTATE

UNIT 3
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GARDEN OF LIFE

In the final part of our series that shows how even 
the most urban garden can be a haven for the 
wonders of wildlife and the nurturing of nature, 

we look at the role of moisture in this wondrous 
ecosystem.

While we may bemoan the washing getting wet 
when we forget to bring it indoors, the cycle of 
moisture in our gardens is perhaps nature’s greatest 
wonder of them all. Consider it – we’ve all gazed 
out across our lawns or poked around a plant on 
a window ledge and known that when nature either 
dries out or floods, the end is nigh.

On a local level, moisture in our plant soil is the 
difference between a flowering plant and a wilting 
one; or perhaps a ripe, juicy tomato and one that 
fails to develop. 

On a national, mass-market scale then, getting 
the moisture content right means looking after the 
production of every variety of crop, for both human 

and animal consumption.
And yet, controlling moisture goes far beyond even 

that, because the density of water in the soil is vital 
in regulating the exchange of water and heat energy 
between plants and the atmosphere, via evaporation. 
This leads to the production of weather patterns all 
across the world, and especially determines levels 
of precipitation.

Even on its way into the atmosphere, moisture is 
stabilising our climate, plus helping animal life that’s 
dependent on perspiration to regulate internal body 
temperature – something that’s key to survival.

It all adds up to the fact that the humble bit of soil 
around your petunias is, in the most minute of ways, 
contributing towards the maintenance and welfare 
of the flora and fauna and of people’s lives in towns, 
villages and cities all across the world, whether 
their fear is flash floods, droughts or even potential 
starvation.
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V DREAMING OF THE PERFECT 
GARDEN ROOM?
We can make it a reality.

To find out more contact Capital Electrical Ltd
Call 01245 527 094 or visit www.cap-elec.co.uk

 info@cap-elec.co.uk  capitalelectricalservicesltd  
 capitalelectrical

ADAPT TO CHANGING 
LIFESTYLES WITH THE 
PERFECT GARDEN ROOM
• Multifunctional workspace
• Extra family space
• Use or let
• Prices to fit all budgets
•  Custom built by professional, 

friendly, reliable tradesmen

Fed up of mowing the lawn?
Why not call
07821 133 414
Experienced l Qualified  
Insured l Reliable l Honest

l Say goodbye to the chore and effort of mowing yourself
  l Avoid the cost of buying your own tools and the space lost from storing them
    l Professional equipment and trained staff for a higher quality finish
       l Regular attendance to ensure your lawn is well-kept throughout the year
          l Ask us about our refer-a-friend rewards and same-street-saver system

Please do not hesitate to get in touch and see how our innovative approach   
  to keeping your lawn maintained can save you time and money whilst  
    offering ease and simplicity

anthony@chel-mow.co.uk
www.chel-mow.co.uk
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MAY BIRTH FLOWER OF THE MONTH:

The May birth flower is the delicate and sweetly scented 
lily. Available in a wide range of vibrant colours, each 
shade conveys a different meaning. Planted as bulbs, 

lilies are perfect for containers and flower borders, making them a 
great choice for small and large gardens alike. 

What does the lily symbolise?
As mentioned above, the lily holds many different meanings which 

are dependent upon its colour:
> Pink lilies symbolise femininity and admiration 

> Red lilies represent love and passion 
> Orange lilies convey confidence and energy 

> Yellow lilies are used to say thank you
> White lilies portray purity and rebirth 

What does this birth flower say about you???
If your birth flower is the lily, you are said to be practical, 

with the ability to tackle even the most challenging 
situations. Contrary to the toxic lily flower, you are sweet, tender 

and with a huge capacity to love, meaning that others always feel 
safe in your company. 

How to grow lilies
Lilies are planted as bulbs and are ideal for placing in containers 
or in sunny borders. There are two main types of lily that you can 
choose from: Oriental lilies and Asiatic lilies. The former give off an 

intense aroma and are large in stature, whereas the latter are available 
in a wide variety of vibrant colours but are sadly unscented. 

Lily bulbs thrive in moist, acid soils, so if placed in a container, be sure 
to add ericaceous compost. 

Do lilies come back every year???
Lilies are perennial flowers which mean that they will return year after 

year. Requiring minimal care if planted correctly, make sure you do not 
overcrowd your bulbs and place in full sun where possible. 
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LOSS OF PRIVACY?

Gain instant privacy with our mature Tree and Hedging plants

 Browse plants & buy online: kingco.co.uk  
 or VISIT OUR NURSERY near Braintree   t: 01376 340 469 
  
King & Co The Tree Nursery, Dunmow Rd, Rayne, Nr Braintree CM77 6WF    

BEFORE AFTER

24 Hr Delivery
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WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK £5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

07500 870309   01277 284638  INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK 

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

07500 870399 / 01277 284638

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with

no hidden extras!ESSEX TOP RATED 
TREE SURGERY COMPANY 

2017/2018 ON 

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,

FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,

SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,

FIREWOOD SALES

Trim 148 x 210 mm

WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK £5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

07500 870309   01277 284638  INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK 

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
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Call today for your no
obligation, quote with

no hidden extras!ESSEX TOP RATED 
TREE SURGERY COMPANY 

2017/2018 ON 

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,

FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,

SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,

FIREWOOD SALES

Trim 148 x 210 mm

ALL TREE WORK 
UNDERTAKEN

CALL TODAY 
FOR YOUR 

NO OBLIGATION 
QUOTE WITH NO 
HIDDEN EXTRAS

m FAMILY RUN BUSINESS 
mOVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
mPRUNING mTHINNING mREDUCTIONS 
m FELLING AND REMOVAL mDEAD WOOD REMOVAL 
mSITE CLEARANCE mHEDGE MAINTENANCE
m FIREWOOD SALES FULLY INSURED

ESSEX TOP RATED TREE SURGERY COMPANY 2017/2018 ON

07500 870 309
www.essextreecareltd.co.uk
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GARDEN GAZEBOS

Thinking about putting up a gazebo in your 
garden? Before you rush to your nearest 
DIY store to buy one, there are several 

factors that you first need to consider. 

1. SURFACE AREA
The surface area of a gazebo is determined by 
its length and width and needs to be calculated 
before you make a purchase. As well as working 
out how much space you have in your garden, you 
need to consider what equipment and furniture you 
intend to place under it. Typically, gazebos tend to 
be at least two metres wide, although you can find 
smaller ones for more compact gardens. 

2. FRAME MATERIAL 
There are several options to choose from for the 
main frame of your gazebo. These include:
> Powder-coated steel. Fairly heavy and inexpensive.
> Aluminium. Resistant to rust and lightweight. 
> Wrought iron. Strong and durable.
> Resin. Very lightweight and good value for money. 
> Wood. Attractive and fairly long-lasting. 

3. CANOPY MATERIAL 
Gazebo canopies are typically made out 
of either polyethylene or polyester, with 
the former being the most commonly used 
material for budget gazebos. Polyester, on 
the other hand, is more expensive but offers 
superior quality and is less permeable. You 
may also wish to purchase gazebo curtains 
for even more protection against the elements, 
and these are available in the same materials 
as the canopy itself. 

4. TYPES OF GAZEBO
There are several different types of gazebos that 
you can choose from, including:
> Freestanding gazebo. These typically have a 

metal framework that is topped with a fabric 
canopy. 

> Lean-to gazebo. These require a wall to lean 
against for support and are popular on decking. 

> Pop-up gazebo. Ideal for temporary use, pop-
ups tend to be more cost-effective and basic in 
their design. 
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Contact us for your free quote
01371 871551

Your Garden

Landscape Design
Plant & Tree Solutions

Landscape  Management 
Landscape Enhancements

If you can dream it, we 
can design and build it!

Pathways & Patios  Construction  Maintenance  Ponds & Water Features 
Planting  Artificial Grass  Block Paving  Bespoke Garden Buildings

www.phippslandscapes.co.uk 
phipps@mail.com

Brand New 4, 6, 8 Yard Skips 
Transit Tipper Wait & Load Service 

01621 840229 • 07738 110443
  silverthornwaste   silverthornskips

SKIP HIRE TO 
YOUR DOOR

SILVERTHORN SKIP HIRESILVERTHORN SKIP HIRE

PRICES BEGIN FROM:
4 Yard: £200 • 6 Yard: £230 • 8 Yard: £250

CONTACT US TODAY
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PUZZLES & Trivia
u QUACK
u QUALIFY
u QUALITY 
u QUARREL 
u QUARTER
u QUASH 
u QUEEN
u QUEUE 
u QUICHE 
u QUICK
u QUIET
u QUINTUPLE
u QUIRK 
u QUITE
u QUITTER
u QUIVER 
u QUIZ
u QUORUM 
u QUOTE 
u QUOTIENT

did you know?
uLots of plants are used as dyes. For 
example, teabags and stewed onion skins

uAccording to Guinness World Records, 
the tallest planted tree was a Eucalyptus 
regnans planted in Dunedin, New Zealand. 
It measured 82.25 metres on November 15, 
2018

uPollen from trees provides essential food 
for bees in the early spring

uOrange carrots were created by crossing 
various other colours of the vegetable

uSeeds can be dispersed in several ways. 
Some of the most common are the wind, 
water and animals 

uThe stem of a plant is used to transport 
water and nutrients to different areas

uMushrooms have their own immune 
system

THE AIM: Change the 
word at the top of the 
ladder one letter at a time 
to make the word at the 
bottom. 

HOW TO: Change one 
letter on each step to 
make a new word. By the 
time you reach the end, 
you should have created 
the new word. 

DO NOT rearrange the 
order of the letters. 

TIP: There is usually  
more than one way to 
solve this puzzle. 

Word Ladder

BACK

DOWN

'Q' Words

T T L Q O A T D Q M R E I S A

A N E E U Q Y Y S U I H F C F

Q U E U E I O T A T A L W P P

L J Z I T A N Q E E T R L O L

Q G U Q N Q T T U I T P T E A

H Q Y U E P H Q U O U B V E F

E O R I I H G S U P R Q Z V R

T Q E Z T A C K A I L U A T R

I U V S O W G I C U T E M R U

U A I Z U K C I U Q Q T F R U

Q L U P Q K C A U Q K A E R A

R I Q G R L E R R A U Q I R P

P F K Y I U I Y T I L A U Q A

N Y I W F S S P S O Q U I R K

J B T P U T E T O U Q C J W S

QUACK
QUALIFY
QUALITY
QUARREL
QUARTER
QUASH
QUEEN
QUEUE
QUICHE
QUICK

QUIET
QUINTUPLE
QUIRK
QUITE
QUITTER
QUIVER
QUIZ
QUORUM
QUOTE
QUOTIENT
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Why not Recycle and Why not Recycle and 
Upcycle your Furniture?Upcycle your Furniture?

COMMISSIONS
FITTED FURNITURE 

FIND US AT THE POP UP MARKET – FIRST SUNDAY  
OF EVERY MONTH IN CHELMSFORD CITY CENTRE 

YOU CAN FIND MY WORK AND A HOST OF 
OTHER ARTISTS AND CRAFTERS AT THE 

ART PLACE, MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTRE.

Contact 
Edwina 

on 
 07767 012611

 paints preserve us
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PASSPORTPASSPORTBrexit, travel and your

We’ve become used to the uncertainty 
suffered from the drawn-out Brexit 
process and what our departure from 

the EU ultimately means for the UK; yet gradually 
the intricacies of us operating as an independent 
nation are becoming clear.

A hot topic has been the use of our passports 
when going abroad, although the intensity of this 
discussion has been held back by COVID-19 and 
a general inability to travel anywhere in the world.

In essence, there are two main points to take 
into consideration: from January 1, 2021, anyone 
leaving the UK needs to have six months left on their 
passport in order to be able to travel throughout 
Europe. Not only that, but your passport will need 
to be less than 10 years old. 

The one exception here is when travelling to 
Ireland. Although this is still part of the EU, you 

are able to use your passport any time up until its 
expiry date.

While these are the immediate changes when it 
comes to travelling to Europe, throughout 2021 we 
will continue to be issued with new blue passports. 
These are a throwback to the old-style British 
passports which were in use until 1988, before the 
burgundy EU passport came into play.

As far as visiting EU countries goes, no visas 
are required when travelling to mainland Europe, 
and stays are permitted for 90 days in any 180-
day period. Again, there are some exceptions – 
when travelling to Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus and 
Romania, for instance – so it’s best to check the 
finer details on the Foreign Office portal of the  
gov.uk website to ensure your deserved holiday 
doesn’t come unstuck before you’ve even made it 
to the aircraft.

ENSURING YOUR PASSPORT IS FIT FOR OVERSEAS TRAVEL IN 2021
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and spa treatments 
at no additional cost) 
all added the wow 
factor to our holiday. 
We can highly recommend the 
service and after only being back from the Maldives 
for a few days are already looking to book to go 
back through Never A Wasted Journey!”
Richard Rawson - Singer/songwriter/producer 
(Formally known as Fazer from the multi award 
winning band N-Dubz) and partner Ashley 
Emma - Model/TV Presenter.

“Your service to date has been extremely swift and 
efficient – the fact that you found me a really good 

selection of hotels in Paris within a 
couple of hours of speaking to you 
on the day of my going on holiday is 
testament to the level of service you 
can deliver.”
Bruno Barba - Senior Brand PR 
Manager at Selfridges.

“Dan was so accommodating, reliable 
and offered an extra friendly service. 
Not only helping us source our holiday 
to start with, but recommending fun 

unique things to do throughout our stay. Thanks for 
a great trip and I’ll definitely be back”
Calum Best - TV personality and model 

“Superb service from Dan at Never A Wasted 
Journey. He organised a last minute trip for me to 
Paris, with a personal hotel suggestion and VIP 
tickets to Le Moulin 
Rouge. Super easy and 
very professional!”
Tyrone Mings - 
English professional 
footballer who plays 
for Aston Villa and 
England

Contact Dan for expert advice 
and to book on: 01245 469 771
www.neverawastedjourney.com

I am delighted to share 
unbiased reviews from those 
who have travelled with 
Never A Wasted Journey for 
your reference and possible 
inspirations…

“WOW... this happened... 
I proposed to the woman 

of my dreams. We had an 
amazing night and thank you to Never A Wasted 
Journey for arranging all of our travel arrangements 
and helping me plan this. We went on a sunset cruise 
with Champagne and canapés, exclusively hired 
SubSix underwater restaurant with a six course 
dinner created by our own chef, had 
four deep sea divers to swim by with 
a sign that read ‘Will you marry me?’ 
and then our DJ played our favourite 
song. She said YES and it was the best 
night of my life!”
Wayne Lineker - Owner of Ocean 
Beach Club Ibiza and the world 
famous Linekers Bars

“Simply outstanding.  Never A Wasted 
Journey is fantastic, combining 
imaginative, bespoke holidays with exceptional 
service. Dan is the most knowledgeable, patient 
and interesting travel agent you’ll ever meet.  He 
really cares as much about your holiday as you do 
and will spare no effort to create a perfect holiday.  
Deservedly award-winning”
Bridgid Nzekwu - ITV News anchor & Head of 
Media Training at the Press Association

“Dan’s personalised service was second to none. The 
location he selected and hotel recommended were 
exactly what we had hoped for in our holiday and 
more. The price was by far better than many of his 
competitors and the additional extras he negotiated 
for us (which included a room upgrade, excursions 

“Deservedly Award-Winning!”
“Deservedly Award-Winning!”
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www.springfieldhospital.co.uk
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Springfield Hospital’s clinic is available to anyone with breast 
symptoms. If you are paying for yourself, just call the number 
below to make an appointment. If you are using your private 
medical insurance, please call your insurance company to get 
an authorisation number. Then call our appointments line who 
will make an appointment for you. 

01245 234 000

We are proud to support
Breast Cancer 

Awareness Month

Consultant Breast Surgeons On the Spot Tests 
A Consultant Breast Surgeon will lead your care. 
During your visit the surgeon will examine you and 
where needed refer you for a Mammogram and 
Breast Ultrasound. 

If necessary a fine needle test and/or core biopsy to 
be carried out, to exclude any abnormalities within a 
lump that has been discovered. 

Please be aware of the likelihood of some waiting 
time during your clinic visit to allow all tests to be 
performed. 

Rapid Results 
In most cases the result will be available on the day, 
but occasionally further tests are needed to give a 
conclusive result. 

Support is provided by a Breast Care Specialist 
Nurse who offers emotional support and guide you 
through the treatment options, as well as providing 
ongoing care for patients who may require surgery. 

Breast Care Advice 
Breast changes to seek advice about: 
It is important that you see your GP if you notice that 
anything about your breasts has changed from what 
is normal for you, especially if it’s only in one breast. 
Breast changes to look out for include: 
l   A change in the size, shape or feel of your breast 
l   Dimpling, puckering or redness of the skin 
l   Redness, a rash or crusting on your nipple or 

surrounding area 
l    A change in your nipple, such as in its shape or if it 

turns inwards to your breast (becomes inverted) 
l   A discharge from your nipple (unless you’re breast 

feeding) 
l   Bleeding from your nipple area 
l   Pain in part of your breast or armpit 
l    Swelling, thickening or a lump in your breast  

or arm pit

These symptoms don’t necessarily mean that you 
have breast cancer but if you have any of them, see 
your GP.

How do I book? 
The clinic is available to anyone with breast 
symptoms. If you are paying for yourself, just call 
the number below to make an appointment. If you 
are using your private medical insurance, please 
call your insurance company to get an authorisation 
number. Then call our appointments line who will 
make an appointment for you. 

01245 234 000 

Consultant Breast Surgeons 
Mr Simon Smith 
BSc MS FRCS FRCS (Gen Surg) 

Mr Simon Smith is a Consultant 
General Surgeon who specialises in 
breast and endocrine surgery. He is 

an 'Oncoplastic' Breast Surgeon performing not 
only resection al breast surgery for breast cancer 
but also many reconstructive and cosmetic breast 
procedures. 

Mr Harun Thomas 
FRCS MS (Oncoplastic Breast Surgery) 
MS & MBBS (General Surgery) 

One of the first surgeons in the United 
Kingdom to successfully complete both 

the Masters in Oncoplastic Breast Surgery (Europe's 
highest qualification in Oncoplastic breast surgery -
ww w.uea.ac.uk) and the prestigious UK National TIG 
Oncoplastic fellowship. Mr Thomas specialises 
exclusively in the investigation and management of 
breast symptoms and diseases covering all aspects 
of breast care including breast cancer, breast lump 
and pain, benign breast diseases, family history of 
breast cancer, risk reducing mastectomy, breast 
reconstruction and implant based breast surgery. His 
special interest is therapeutic mammaplasty (use of 
plastic surgical techniques to provide best outcomes 
after breast cancer surgery) and his research interest is 
on intraoperative ultrasound (use of ultrasound during 
surgery to improve patient experience and outcomes). 

How to find us 
Springfield Hospital 

Lawn Lane 

Chelmsford 

CM17GU 

springfieldhospital.co.uk 
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intraoperative ultrasound (use of ultrasound during 
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BSc MS FRCS FRCS (Gen Surg) 
Mr Simon Smith is a Consultant 
General Surgeon who specialises 
in breast and endocrine surgery. He 
is an ‘Oncoplastic’ Breast Surgeon 

performing not only resectional breast surgery for 
breast cancer but also many reconstructive and 
cosmetic breast procedures.

How do I book? 
The clinic is available to anyone with breast 
symptoms. If you are paying for yourself, just call 
the number below to make an appointment. If you 
are using your private medical insurance, please 
call your insurance company to get an authorisation 
number. Then call our appointments line who will 
make an appointment for you. 

01245 234 000 
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The professional team includes:
l  A Consultant Breast Surgeon 
l   Mammography Specialist Radiographer (to take 

mammogram pictures) 
l  A Consultant Breast Radiologist (to read the result 

of mammogram, ultrasound scans and undertake 
biopsies)

l  Breast Care Nurse (to offer information, support 
and counselling)



Jicama
The jicama, also known as a Mexican yam 

bean, is a starchy root vegetable that is 
recognisable by its thick, brown skin and 

turnip shape. Low in calories and sweet in taste, 
this veg makes a great alternative to the humble 
potato. 

WHAT DOES JICAMA TASTE LIKE?
The jicama has been described as a cross between 
a potato and a pear owing to its distinctive flavour 
which is both nutty and sweet. Its flesh is juicy and 
crunchy and, because it has a fairly mild taste, it 
blends well with other flavours. 

WHAT ARE THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF JICAMA?
The perfect vegetable for people with diabetes, 
the jicama is naturally low in sugar but still sweet 
to taste. It is also high in fibre, a great source of 
vitamin C and low in fat and calories. 

IS JICAMA SAFE TO EAT?
It is worth noting that only the root vegetable of the 

jicama plant is safe to eat, as the rest, including 
the beans and flowers, contain rotenone, a natural 
insecticide that can be toxic to humans in high 
doses. You should also remove the brown skin 
before consuming. 

HOW TO USE JICAMA
> Slice thinly and add raw to a vegetable salad or 

Mexican fruit salad for added crunch 
> Sauté with other veg such as broccoli and carrots 
> Use as a substitute for water chestnuts in a stir-fry 
> Bake in the oven or place in an air fryer for healthy 

chips 

HOW TO STORE JICAMA
The most important thing to remember when storing 
jicama is that you must keep it dry, as any moisture 
can cause rot and mould. Store unwrapped at 
room temperature if still whole or, once cut, wrap 
tightly in cling film and store in the fridge for up to 
one week. Alternatively, wrap a whole jicama in foil 
and freeze for up to one year. 
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WHY PROTECTING THE YOUNG PEOPLE AROUND 
YOU MEANS INSISTING ON THE RELEVANT CHECKS
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In the past decade or so, Criminal Record Checks 
(CRCs) have become commonplace in situations 
where organisations need to safeguard the welfare 

of children, young people and vulnerable adults. 
And this can be the case in everything from 9–5 
employers ensuring their staff have been honest in 
job applications, to volunteers working for charities, 
right through to local sports teams safeguarding the 
welfare of young players.

The checks are done by the Disclosure and 
Barring Service (DBS) and take the form of a simple 
and relatively cheap process that takes a couple of 
weeks. The application can be submitted by the 
individual or an employee (but only after an offer of 
employment has been made – in other words, for a 
successful applicant, not for an interview candidate).

The request goes to the DBS, where a criminal 
background check will be made. A certificate is 
subsequently issued that lists any convictions.

The process has become an essential part of 

verifying people who are in positions of responsibility 
where young and vulnerable people are concerned, 
and replaces what was previously a somewhat 
more convoluted process between the Criminal 
Records Bureau and the Independent Safeguarding 
Authority. By merging these two organisations into 
one entity, the DBS, in 2012, the government was 
able to streamline welfare checks, which meant not 
only a safer and more comprehensive system, but 
also one where people could begin helping and 
assisting youngsters without having to go through 
swarms of red tape.

Of course, while a DBS check will list noted 
convictions, organisations can and do undertake 
additional protection, welfare and safeguarding 
training. And as ever, as parents, the most effective 
reference to those helping our children comes 
through our own communication with both our 
loved ones and the organisation – it always pays to 
be vigilant.
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PROFESSIONALPROFESSIONAL
OVEN CLEANERS OVEN CLEANERS 
IN CHELMSFORDIN CHELMSFORD
OVEN CLEANING | HOB CLEANING 

AGAs & BBQs

CONTACT THE OVEN GUY

5 Star Reviews
✪ ✪ ✪ ✪ ✪

IT’S A DIRTY JOB - 
LET US DO IT FOR YOU

Non-caustic chemicals used
Child & pet friendly cleaners

 07368 481372 | info@theovenguy.co.uk
www.theovenguy.co.uk

WANT TO LOSE WANT TO LOSE 
WEIGHT NOW?WEIGHT NOW?  

ASK ME HOWASK ME HOW
WE PROPOSE A NEW WAY OF LIFE

THAT’S BASED ON BALANCED 
NUTRITION, REGULAR ACTIVITY, 

HYDRATION AND REST

FOR MORE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS & PROGRAMME 
CONTACT VIVIEN ON 07588886478

Our extraordinary nutrition food replacement Our extraordinary nutrition food replacement 
products and supplements combined with a products and supplements combined with a 

personalised plan and a supportive community  personalised plan and a supportive community  
all trying to achieve the same goal: making all trying to achieve the same goal: making 

your world healthier and happier.your world healthier and happier.

Recognised by social services.
Member of buy with confidence

Phone: 01621 816963   Text: 07909 550052
www.tiptree-meals.co.uk

Hot & Frozen Meals for the Elderly
Tiptree MealsTiptree Meals

Use us regularly or occasionally.
Open 7 days a week.

Freshly cooked every day.
Delivered by friendly, reliable local people.

LINDA SHAVE. BRITISH CITIZENS AWARD WINNER FOR HER WORK WITH THE ELDERLY

Delivered to your door
DRIVERS NEEDED!

RECOG
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When you rinse rice before cooking, chances 
are you let the water simply run down the 
drain. However, you may think twice about 

wasting this leftover liquid when you discover its 
many beauty benefits below.  

What makes rice water beneficial?What makes rice water beneficial?
Rice water is packed with vitamins, minerals and 
amino acids which are all needed for maintaining 
healthy skin, hair and nails. It contains ferulic acid, 
an antioxidant that helps to nourish skin and nails, as 
well as allantoin that has healing properties. For your 
hair, rice water contains inositol, which strengthens 
your follicles and reduces surface friction. 

beauty uses for rice waterbeauty uses for rice water

Facial cleanser: Give your skin a boost of 
goodness by pouring rice water onto a cotton pad 
and massaging over your face, both in the morning 
and before bed. 

Acne treatment: Apply to spots to help reduce 
redness to act as an astringent and to prevent future 
breakouts. 

Age spot treatment: If you suffer with age spots 
or skin discolouration, mix 1 tsp of rice water with 

two drops of fractionated coconut 
oil and massage into your face and 
neck. 

Hair conditioner: For those with dry or brittle 
hair, apply rice water and a few drops of lavender 
essential oil after shampooing, leave for 10 minutes 
and rinse with cold water. 

Nail treatment: To help your nails grow faster, soak 
them in a bowl of rice water for five minutes once a 
day. This can also help to reduce the signs of ageing 
on your hands. 

How to make your own rice waterHow to make your own rice water
> Rinse ½ cup of uncooked rice to remove any dirt 

or impurities
>  Place the rinsed rice in a bowl and cover it with  

two cups of water
> Swirl and leave to soak for 30 minutes
> Strain the rice and set aside the water 
> Store the rice water in an airtight container. It will 

keep for one week in the fridge. 

 baby
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07714 265 830 
ingrid@talosiphotography.com   
talosiphotography.com
6 Annonay Walk, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 6FL

jenny@clearearmobilemicrosuctioning.co.uk
www.clearearmobilemicrosuctioning.co.uk

CONTACT JENNY ON 07482 005 717

n  EAR WAX & EAR CANAL 
BLOCKAGE REMOVAL 

n RELIABLE & AFFORDABLE

n SAFE FOR ALL AGES

n  CONSULTATIONS  
IN YOUR OWN HOME�

MOBILE MICROSUCTIONING 
EAR TREATMENTS

Jenny Oakley, RGN 
B.Sc (Hons) Comm

CLASSES HELD AT 

Mob. 07831 650618

Mondays &Mondays &
WednesdaysWednesdays

SaturdaysSaturdays 

Beaulieu Community Centre
Beaulieu Square, Centenary Way, 
Chelmsford CM1 6AU

Danbury Sports Centre
Dawson Field, Main Road, Danbury, 
Chelmsford, CM3 4NQ
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s the weather gets warmer and the pollen count grows, 
hay fever sufferers across the nation lament. If you are 
already in the throes of a hay fever attack, you don’t 

have to turn to over-the-counter medications. Instead, try 
one of the below natural remedies.

Vitamin C
A natural antihistamine, vitamin C can be found in oranges, 

lemons and grapefruits, as well as red bell peppers. As vitamin C 
cannot be stored in the body, you need to offer consistent and low 
doses to support your nasal lining and minimise the effects of hay 
fever. 

Honey
If you know anyone who sells local honey, then this is the perfect hay 
fever remedy for you. With the ability to desensitise your body to other 
pollens, the bee pollen found in honey can help to significantly reduce 
the most common hay fever symptoms, including a runny nose and 
persistent sneezing. 

Garlic
Known for boosting your immune system, garlic can also act as a 
decongestant which can help to alleviate minor hay fever symptoms. 
This potent plant is also an anti-inflammatory and a good source of 
quercetin, a natural antihistamine. 

petroleum jelly
Not just a lip saviour when the weather turns cold, petroleum jelly has 
been praised by hay fever sufferers for its ability to trap pollen before 
it enters the nose. Simply apply a thin layer inside your lower nostrils 
to prevent your symptoms from becoming any worse. 

Chamomile tea
High in antioxidants, as well as being a natural antihistamine, 
chamomile tea can be drunk to act as an anti-inflammatory agent. 
Alternatively,  choose to place cooled teabags on swollen, red eyes 
for an instant calming effect. 

Chilli peppers
Chilli peppers contain capsaicin which, when eaten, opens up the 
nasal passages, helping to reduce congestion caused by hay fever. 

FAREWELL FEVERFAREWELL FEVER
Hello hay,Hello hay,

A
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Welcome to a Welcome to a 
NEW YOUNEW YOU

l JE Care & Consultants are experts in Alignment & Movement
l  JE Scan combines Science & Technology to seek the  

underlying cause of Back, Pelvis, Leg & Foot injuries 
l  We also offer intensive Deep Sports Massage

Contact us for more information: 01245 527083
www.jecare.co.uk  l  clinic@jecare.co.uk

 COMPETITIVE PRICES, NO WAITING LISTS, BOOK WITHOUT REFERRAL

We aim to help hundreds of people a year who have 
persistent or recurrent back pain, lower limb & foot pain 
to become pain free for the rest of their lives.

FREE FOOT SCAN ON 1ST VISITQuote Vision Mag

Here whenever  
you need us

Funerals  |  Memorials  |  Pre-paid Funeral Plans

Hunnaball of Chelmsford 
St John’s House, 91 Wood Street,  

Chelmsford, CM2 8BH  

01245 290 909 
www.hunnaball.co.uk

PUBLICATION: RJ00334D - Vision Mag Chelmsford

SIZE:  | 96mm x – 65mm DEADLINE: ASAP

SPECIFICATION: Full Colour CMYK

DESIGNED BY: Rik VERSION: 1

CLIENT APPROVAL: DATE: 16th April 2021

01206 482891
07900 154579
www.creativefabrik.co.uk

creative
fabrik

T. 01245 352803
www.broomfieldopticians.co.uk

• Professional local eye care
• Bespoke service
• Over 20 years experience as a
 qualified Optometrist
• Proud to provide that individual 
 attention to detail
• Friendliest caring team in• Friendliest caring team in
 Chelmsford

 
Mr Anish Chauhan, Optometrist

Call now to make an appointment with Nicky 

Call now to make an appointment with Louise
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The trend in modern motoring, certainly where 
new cars are concerned, is to lease rather 
than buy. The advantages of leasing speak for 

themselves – you’ll need to put down only a small 
amount of money upfront, your monthly payments 
can be configured according to the budget you 
set out at the start, and you have the option of 
upgrading the car every few years so you’re always 
rocking about town in the latest model.

There’s also the reassurance of knowing that if 
something goes wrong with the vehicle, you’ll be 
covered by the manufacturer’s warranty; and that 
fear of the unexpected, when you hear that horrible, 
grinding sound… well, it’s someone else’s problem!

You’ll also find that road tax can be covered, and 
you may even get the vehicle delivered to your door.

The appeal of what is, in effect, borrowing a vehicle 
is at odds with the way we view other things in 
life. Home ownership, for instance, is taken as 
preferable over renting, yet owning a car 
outright is fraught with perils. 

If you can afford the entire cost of a 
vehicle upfront you’re immediately 
into the realms of 
depreciation the 
moment you turn the 
key in the ignition – 
and of course 
any repair 

bills fall to you and you only.
That said, you won’t have to subscribe 

to any mileage limitations, nor will you be 
dealing with broker fees. And while many 
pay for new cars through PCP (personal contract 
purchase) or HP (hire purchase) finance, you do 
have a potentially substantial asset ready to be 
cashed in when you decide you want to switch to 
another vehicle.

Buying over leasing very much comes down to 
personal circumstances – what’s right for you will 
be wrong for someone else. As ever, do the maths 
and, more than anything 
else, drive safely!

The ins and outs of buying versus leasing, and which one you should choose

uy or Lease? M
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BROOMFIELD 
TYRES Ltd

NEW & PART WORN TYRES 
FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS

MASSIVE DISCOUNTMASSIVE DISCOUNT
ON NEW TYRESON NEW TYRES

l Wheel Balancing
l Wheel Alignment
l Puncture Repair
l Valve Repair  NO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY
VISIT US TODAY FOR THE VISIT US TODAY FOR THE 
CHEAPEST PRICESCHEAPEST PRICES

01245 443330 
07702 658089

157 Main Road, Chelmsford CM1 7DJ

LARGER 
GENTS

CLOTHING1XL - 8
XL 1XL - 8XL

BOUNCE BACK DEALS
Jeans rrp £29.99 NOW £20.00

Chino Trousers rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Check Shrits rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Polo Shirts rrp £34.99 NOW £15.00

ANY THREE FOR JUST £50.00
LIMITED STOCKS
Current opening times

10am to 4pm Tuesday to Saturday

206 Moulsham Street, Chelmsford CM2 0LG
01245 356057

LOTS OF OTHER DEALS 
IN STORE

DON’T MISS OUT
Spot the difference in this advert for an extra discount
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Be Your OWN BOSS 
START YOUR OWN BUSINESS

• No capital investment or experience required
• Full support & training provided • Work from Home

• Work part time or full time – Earn extra cash
• Build meaningful relationships – Change lives

• Online webinars to in-person conferences & seminars

Turn your passion into profit by coaching 
people to achieve healthier more active 

lives with access to extraordinary 
nutrition products!

PLEASE CONTACT VIVIEN ON 07588 886 478 PLEASE CONTACT VIVIEN ON 07588 886 478 
FOR MORE INFORMATIONFOR MORE INFORMATION

T: 01245 330500
www.chelmsford.martinco.com     
15 Duke Street, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1HL

What good estate agents do

There’s a common misconception that all estate agents do is take a few 
photos, plonk a property on the internet and wait for the phone to ring.
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And while some may take this 
shoddy approach, good estate 
agents do a lot, lot more.

Here are just five fundamental 
things we do to help people 
sell (and buy) successfully.

We always find out as much 
as possible about prospective 
buyers to see what 

their financial situation is. We 
discover if they have a 
property already on the 
market and a mortgage 
offer in principle agreed. 
These factors matter 
because they all 
add up to increase 
the chances of 
a successful sale 
happening.

We accompany 
viewings. Why? Because 
when someone views 
your home, we know the 
kind of questions they will 
ask and the information they 
need to make an informed buying 
decision.

Where we really earn our wages is when 
negotiations start happening. We always 
negotiate skilfully on our clients’ behalf. 
We look at all offers, not just based on their 

monetary amount but also the circumstances 
of those making the offers. We regularly achieve 
over the asking price for properties we sell 
through a combination of intelligent marketing, 
accurate pricing, buyer referencing and 
negotiating nous.

We also help our clients negotiate their onward 
move. Earlier this month, this free part of our 
service helped save one client more than 
£10,000.

Perhaps the most overlooked and 
undervalued part of what a 

good estate agency does is 
helping sellers to go from an 
acceptable offer to a successful 
competition. The industry term 
for this is sales progression, 
and we have a member of 
our team who is dedicated to 
making this happen. We keep 
on top of everything around 
the sale and liaise regularly 

with all parties involved. By 
spotting any issues early and 

resolving them quickly, 
we ensure they do not 
become problems. 

If you need advice 
on any aspect of 
buying and selling in 
Chelmsford, feel free to 
give me a call on 01245 

330 503.

Stephen Frost, 
Martin & Co

LOOK GREAT 
RIGHT HERE

your advert  would

Call 01245 527071 today  
to book this space
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We can make it easy to prepare  
an LPA today!
When they are needed, the absence 
of Lasting Powers of Attorney results 
in additional time, stress and cost for 
those trying to help look after your 
affairs. Putting LPAs in place before 
they are necessary provides you with 
protection in regard to your financial 
affairs and welfare choices, which many 
people wrongly believe their loved 
ones can deal with for them if they ever 
become unable. 

Contact us today to protect 
yourself and your loved ones.  
Legal advice with a conscience.

LPA Will

“I’ll sort  
it out  

tomorrow”

Fisher Jones Greenwood LLP,  
16 Baddow Road, Chelmsford, CM2 0DG
Offices across Essex and London

01245 673741 
www.fjg.co.uk 
enquiry@fjg.co.uk 

While the three lockdowns we’ve endured since March 2020 may not have done much 
for our mental health, they have at least, as very small consolation, given new energy to 
consumerism. From shops and online retailers needing to find new ways to connect with a 

marketplace unable to act in the same way as before, to huge quantities of dormant pre-lockdown 
stock needing to be shifted, it’s a good time to be on the lookout for deals.

Sure enough, in a world that is more driven than ever towards consumerism, online tracking of 
purchases through cashback sites can provide an additional useful bonus to purchases – they might 
even determine which retailer you buy from in the first place.

Sites such as Quidco and TopCashBack advertise cashback offers from thousands of retailers. 
Simply follow the link to Nike, Next, New Look or whoever has a product you desire, and make a 
purchase, which will be tracked using cookies. You will have been given a percentage cashback 

level – usually between one and 10 per cent. A few weeks later, that cashback will appear on the platform, 
ready to be withdrawn into your bank account or converted into a gift card.

There are a couple of operational points worth noting. First, the tracking process isn’t 100 per cent fail-
safe – you must make sure you link through the 
cashback site; and even then you will still want 
to check progress in the days and weeks 
after your purchase to ensure it’s going 
through. You can always contact the 
site if any problems arise.

Second, ensure you are 
selecting the best price for 
a certain product, not just 
opting for the site that offers the 
best cashback percentage, because 
inadvertently you may be paying 
more.

Finally, any earned 
cashback isn’t yours 
until it appears in your 
bank account, so 
withdraw it quickly and 
reinvest it elsewhere… 
like down the pub.

How to make money back on your online purchases
QUIDS  INQUIDS  INQUIDS  INQUIDS  INB
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COASTA L COASTA L 
HOTSPOTSHOTSPOTS

for home buyers

With summer staycations being on the cards 
for many families this year, homes by the sea 
are attracting more interest than ever before. 

But if you are thinking of making a more permanent move 
to a coastal location, check out the below hotspots that are 
proving to be popular with home buyers across the UK. 

SWANAGE, DORSET – average asking price £394 ,762
Only six miles from Bournemouth, Swanage was recently named as one 
of the best places to live in the South West by The Sunday Times. Offering 
an old-fashioned seaside charm, this town is your best bet for affordable 
family homes with sea views. 

Choose from Victorian terrace houses, bungalows and modern sea-view 
apartments. 

ROTTINGDEAN, EAST SUSSEX – average asking price £596,699
Another highly popular spot for home buyers, Rottingdean combines a picturesque 
village with a beautiful beachfront and boasts a lively community. Explore a mix of 
Georgian town houses, Edwardian family homes and character cottages. 

ST MAWES, CORNWALL – average asking price £963,398
For those with a larger budget, the small fishing village of St Mawes, near Falmouth, is the 
perfect coastal location. With more than five million searches on Rightmove in February, Cornwall 
has now overtaken London as the most searched for place for home buyers. 

Popular for boating and yachting, if you want to do a bit of daydreaming, check out its selection 
of stunning sea-view mansions. 

THORNHAM, NORFOLK – average asking price £223,898
A small coastal village situated in the Norfolk Coast Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Thornham’s 
attractive and traditionally styled properties make it a highly sought-after location for home buyers. 
Ideal for those looking for a more remote place to live; if you work from home, you won’t find a 
more idyllic setting. 
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01245 52707101245 527071 TODAY

BUILDING SERVICES

RJ EVANS ROOFING
Local Brentwood based Flat Roofing Specialists. Call today 
on 01277 260204 | 07739 207726 | rjevansroofing@sky.com

CWN DEVELOPMENTS  
Refurbishments, Kitchens, Bathrooms, Garage Conversions, 
Extensions, New Build/Self Build, Interior Design & more. 
01245 290500

ACCESS 4 LOFTS   
Specialists in loft ladders & hatches. Supply & Install 
loft boarding, lighting & insulation. Lifetime Guarantee.  
Call Des to book a free survey & quote on 01245 801230

HARTS BRICKWORK SPECIALIST    
Expertise in brickwork & residential construction. No Job 
Too Small. All aspects of brickwork. 01376 421238 | 07553 
522438 

CAR BODY REPAIR

REPAIR IT SMART   
Accident Repair Centre. Whatever the damage we can 
fix it with a quick turnaround at a competitive price.  
01245 475100 | 07989 226623 | www.repairitsmart.co.uk 

CLEANER

MOLLY MAID  
Our professionally trained team will make your home sparkle. 
We tailor our cleans to your individual needs, schedule and 
budget. 01245 494003 | emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk

COMPUTER REPAIRS

DH COMPUTING 
Friendly support direct to your door, all your computer needs, 
low rates (no vat), no call out charge, homes/small businesses 
covered. 01245 426632 | help@dhcomputing.co.uk

DENTIST

CAIRN BRAE DENTAL PRACTICE  
General Dentistry, Cosmetic Dentistry, Implants, Invisalign. 
2 Maldon Road, Witham, CM8 2AB. 01376 501688 |  
info@cairnbraedental.co.uk

ELECTRICIAN

PST GROUP
Domestic/Commercial | Electrical installations | CCTV & 
Security | Fault Finding | Outdoor Power/Lighting | EICR 
Landlord Compliance | Fully Insured. 01245 527079 

ESTATE AGENT 

MARTIN & CO CHELMSFORD 
Buying, selling and letting in Chelmsford and surrounding 
areas since 2007. 01245 330500 | www.chelmsford.
martinco.com | 15 Duke Street, Chelmsford, CM1 1HL

FASHION

LARGER GENTS CLOTHING
1XL - 8XL sizes. Bounce back deals and offers in store. 
Current opening times Tuesday - Saturday 10am to 4pm. 
206 Moulsham St, Chelmsford, CM2 0LG. 01245 356057

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ONE FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS 
Mortgages, equity release, life insurance, business 
protection, investments, pensions, savings, inheritance tax 
planning and more. Call Louise Selvage on 07734 776932

WATSON ACCOUNTANTS  
Family Run Accounting business with over 40 years 
experience. We offer a range of services. Call us today on 
01245 697077 | 07305 186019

FIREPLACES & STOVES

GATFIRE 
Stoves, Fireplaces, Chimneys. FREE estimates & advice. 
01702 715161 | www.gatfire.co.uk | Showroom: 1731 
London Road, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 2SW 

FLOORING

FISHPOOL FLOORING 
Carpet & flooring specialists. Carpet, vinyl, laminate, luxury 
vinyl tiles, karndean, wood. Leading the way with superior 
quality flooring installation in Essex.  Call on 07843 493821

WEST ONE WOOD FLOORING 
Manufacturing, installation, restoration of antique, reclaimed 
and new timber flooring. Unit 3, Blackall Industrial Estate, 
Hamberts Road, South Woodham Ferrers, CM3 5UW

CARPETS DIRECT   
Carpets, vinyls, laminates, wood flooring, free fitting, 
free home visits, 80% wool twist pile specialists. Call on  
01245 527096

£180for just +VAT per year

JOIN THE LISTINGS... 

BOOK VIA... CHELMSFORD@VISIONMAG.CO.UK

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
GARAGE DOORS

EASTWAY GARAGE DOORS 
We offer supply & install, supply only & installation only, 
Delivering all over the UK.  Contact 01376 519191 | 07549 
862996 | info@eastwaydoors.co.uk 

GAROLLA ROLLER SHUTTER DOORS
Thermally insulated electric garage doors, great for space 
saving, kerb appeal & easy to use, No deposit, Pay on 
completion, 18 Colours available, Call today 01245 830211

GARDEN DESIGN

MOWDEN HALL DESIGNS  
Garden Transformation Design & Care, Patios, Decking, 
Fencing & Landscape. 01376 520746 | 07595 868944 | 
petercowling4050@btinternet.com

PHIPPS LANDSCAPES  
Landscape design, Plant & Tree Solutions, Landscape 
Management, Landscape Enhancements. Contact us for a 
free quote 01371 871551 | phipps@mail.com

GRAPHIC DESIGN

DSD CHELMSFORD    
Studio-based graphic design - logos, branding & marketing 
materials since 2009. Call Dan on 01245 465324 | design@
dansummersdesign.co.uk | www.dansummersdesign.co.uk

HANDYMAN 

BLACKWATER PROPERTY SOLUTIONS  
Need a Handyman? Quality, Insured, Reliable. 
Contact 01376 791805 | 07490 861192 | enquiries@
blackwaterpropertysolutions.co.uk

HEALTH & WELLBEING

JE CARE  
Experts in alignment/movement. JE Scan combines science 
& technology to seek cause of back, pelvis, leg & foot injuries. 
Also offer intensive sports massage. Call us on 01245 527083

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

DMD HOME IMPROVEMENTS   
DMD Home Improvements – For Windows, Doors, Bi-Folds, 
Garage Doors in a huge range of styles, colours and designs. 
Call 01268 962527 | 07708 940527

LANDSCAPING

DANIEL LANDSCAPES LTD
All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs. Call us on 01621 
892659 | 07495 766372. info@daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk | 
www.daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk 

OPTICIANS

BROOMFIELD OPTICIANS  
Independent Opticians offering a wide range of quality 
spectacles in all price ranges and supplying virtually all types 
of lenses. 24 Broomfield Road, CM1 1SW. 01245 352803

OVEN CLEANER

OVENGLEAMERS 
Ovens, Ranges, AGAs, Hobs, Extractors, Microwaves, 
BBQs, Book Now for the most hygienic oven cleaning 
system. Call today 01277 361760

PAINTING & DECORATING

FINISHING TOUCH 
Internal Painting, External Painting, Wallpapering. Reliable, 
professional service. No Job Too Small. Contact Mark for 
your free estimate. 01621 819109 | 07734 689872

DAVID LEPINE PAINTING & DECORATING 
Painter, Decorator, Repairs & More. Over 15 years experience, 
high quality work, fully insured, a clean reliable service with 
competitive prices & NO VAT. Call 07960 741973

PEST CONTROL

PESTWAY 
We can manage all of your pest problems, using integrated 
pest management, chemical/non-chemical and non-lethal 
treatments. Call 07484 772747 | johnroots@pestway.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPHY

TALOSI PORTRAITS 
Award winning portrait studios. Contact 01245 265830 | 
ingrid@talosiphotography.com | www.talosiphotography.com 
| 6 Annonay Walk, Chelmsford, CM2 6FL

PRIVATE GP

DR ROY MELAMED  
Experienced Private GP offering appointments for all general 
medical complaints. Face to Face Appointments. Call for 
enquiries or appointments 07595 961923

ROOFING

JIM BARR ROOFING 
Exterior Cleaning & Maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC. 
Cleaned, Repaired & Renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 
572459

£15for just +
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PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01245 52707101245 527071 TODAY
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GET AWAY, RELAX & UNWIND AT

Steeple Rise at Steeple Bay
Discover Steeple Bay and escape to a wonderful, 
waterside retreat. Situated on the coast near 
Southminster, the park is the hidden treasure of 
the South East of England, with ready access to 
the Mayland Creek.

If you’re looking for a relaxing getaway for all 
the family then Steeple Bay is the right place to 
be. Choose to spend time in our Riverside bar 
or take a dip in the heated outdoor swimming 

pool, while the kids have 
fun around the park with 
Loopy and his friends. Or 
take to the nearby waters; 
you don’t have to be an 
active boatman to enjoy 
the location though, just 
watching the boats and 

yachts go by is the perfect therapy for todays 
stressful lifestyle.

This waterside retreat is situated on the coast 
near Southminster and offers great facilities. With 
ready access to the Mayland Creek, it houses its 
own private slipway for boats and Jet skis.

The new developments at Steeple Bay includes 
24 standard, four villa and four lodge pitches. 

With most of our parks open for 11.5 months of 
the year, enjoy the freedom of escaping to your 
dream holiday home whenever you please. We are 

also offering free 
2021 pitch fees 
including superfast 
internet  and 
free installation. 
Flexible finance 
options available. 

Don’t miss out on reserving your ideal pitch 
and or holiday home! Contact Lara on 

07415 239231 | l.wilson@parkholidays.com

Steeple Bay Holiday Park
THE BEST REASON TO CHOOSE A STAY-CATION!

Payment Options Available

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
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WANT TO APPEAR IN NEXT MONTH’S

V I S I O N  LISTINGS?
SIMPLY FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO BOOK YOUR SPACE:

Company name: ................................................................................................

Description (180 characters max including spaces):............................................
............................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Telephone:................................... Email:............................................................
Payment option:   Card                                  Direct Debit 
Please return to: 
Lifestyle Magazine Group Ltd, 55 Crown Street, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4BD or email chelmsford@visionmag.co.uk 
*£180 +VAT for a 12 months plus agreement. Payments can be made monthly or upfront

DISCLAIMER:  VISION  does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any 
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other 
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the 
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION . 

SKIPS

SILVERTHORN SKIP HIRE  
Skip hire to your door. Brand new 4, 6, 8 yard skips. Transit 
tipper wait & load service. Contact us today 01621 840229 
| 07738 110443

TYRES

BROOMFIELD TYRES   
New & Part Worn Tyres for all makes & models. Massive 
Discount on new tyres. 01245 443330 | 07702 658089 | 
157 Main Road, Chelmsford, CM1 7DJ

TRAVEL AGENT

NEVER A WASTED JOURNEY 
Your local award winning Chelmsford based Travel Agent. 
For friendly, expert advice call Dan Salmon on 01245 
469771 or visit www.neverawastedjourney.com 

TV AERIAL & SATELLITE SERVICES

ANDYS AERIALS
Trading standards approved. Aerial/satellite repairs, tv points, 
Tv wall mounting  07916 305977 | andys@andysaerials.com

WINDOWS & DOORS 

WINDOW MAN 
Family run over 25 years. Windows, doors, installation, 
repairs. Call us today on 01245 527073

CLOUDY 2 CLEAR
Broken or Damaged Windows, Faulty locks, handles, 
hinges repaired and replaced. Which? Trusted Trader call us 
today on 0800 6121 118

CONTACT US TO BOOK... CHELMSFORD@VISIONMAG.CO.UK

WORDLADDER: BACK, BARK, BARN, DARN, DAWN, DOWN

To advertise call Vision on 01245 527071
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